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Bushes and bearings

What is a bearing?

Why do we have bearings? 

What is a bush? 

What is the problem with a journal bearing? 

What advantage do ball bearings have over other types of bearings? 
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Bearings and bushes 
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A support for a rotating shaft 

The support and guide for a rotating, oscillating, or sliding shaft, pivot, or 
wheel

To reduce the level and effects of friction 

How are they made? 

What are they used for? 

What is a bearing? 
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Ball Bearings 
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The most common type of bearing is the ball  bearing.

Also known as anti-_________bearings 

When were they invented? 

Motor-driven machines became more efficient as ball bearings reduced 
friction between parts.

In an English carriage maker and inventor named Philip Vaughn 
patented the first axle assembly to use ball bearings. 
Previous carriage axles would eventually wear out from the 
effects of friction, but Vaughn's use of ball bearings eliminated 
the direct contact between the drive shaft and axle.

Why have they been so important in technological advancement?
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Ball Bearings 
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What makes ball bearings different from other types 
of bearings? 

They allow for both rotary motion and axial motion
(load along an axis e.g. axle)  

Metal balls surround the axle, as the load is added (skater using 
roller-skates) each ball bearing absorbs the load temporarily. 

Steel balls Outer race 
Inner race 
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Ball Bearings 
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ABEC Scale 

Steel balls Outer race 

The ABEC scale is an industry accepted standard for the tolerances of a ball 
bearing. It was developed by the Annular Bearing Engineering Committee 
(ABEC) of the American Bearing Manufacturers Association (ABMA). There are 
five classes from largest to smallest tolerances: 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. The higher 
ABEC classes provide better precision, efficiency,and greater speed capabilities, 
but do not necessarily make the components spin faster

Inner race 
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Plain Bearings 
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A bearing in its simplest form is a support that holds a rotating shaft. 

It will be subjected to friction and will eventually wear down causing...   

To prevent this a sleeve is added this is called the bush. (A sleeve of 
bearing material)

The shaft to spin inefficiently or cause catastrophic failure 

ABEC scale
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Bush or ball bearing? 
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Journal Bearings 
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What is a journal bearing?   

Similar to a plain bearing but instead of a shaft a layer
of oil or grease is added

How does that work? 

The layer of grease or oil is sufficiently thick so that 
the shaft never comes into contact with the axle 

What is the disadvantage of this type of bearing? 

It is important regular servicing takes place so the 
Grease or oil stays at the correct level 
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Your Homework- Lucky Dip   
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Prepare a Power Point presentation (min 5 slides) about:   

Scales of production 

It must include the key content from the book Pages 41-42 

You should include – images +/or video 
- a summary slide (go over key facts)
- additional research (Internet)  

One-off 
Batch 
Mass 
Continuous


